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each neuron, if 
it is a grid cell, 
approximates 
a hexagonal, 

6-pointed, grid



slides by Federico Stella

• The model should generate 
grid patterns from already 
existing spatially modulated 
activity.

• It is based on the effects of 
neural fatigue on mEC units.

• The feedforward connections 
have no pre-wired structure 
and (should) develop through 
self-organization.

A Model Based on Neural Fatigue

? ?

some form of
Adaptation

Hebbian
Learning

Kropff & Treves 2008Treves et al, SfN 2005
Erika Cerasti



we tried our adaptation model on hills and valleys

regions of
positive
curvature

regions of
negative
curvature

Stella 
et al, 2013

Urdapilleta
et al, 2015

..but what happens to coherence between grid units?



..maybe we can, at least for a while, put 
boxes away and                                     think spheres?



attempts to run an experiment
raising rats in a sphere..



Eugenio Urdapilleta finds:

uncorrelated (non-interacting) grids

interesting 

physics ?
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Spherical environment B
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Overlap

slow work with Federico Stella

Spherical grids do 
try to be coherent

but when moved to another 
sphere...

partial coherence a possibly novel 
state of biological 
(neuronal) matter, 

which requires 
human brains 

to be understood



So, while on flat surfaces grid units can 
adopt the rigid coherence of a crystal,

on other, general curved ones they cannot 
– but still they can be partially coherent

and when we need to use different maps?


